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Chapter 15

Changes in Social and Biophysical Environment Yield Improved Physical and 

Psychological Health for Captive Elephants

Pat Derby

Director 
Performing Animal Welfare Society

The information contained in this chapter is purely anecdotal and reflects my personal experience 
during 15 years observing captive elephants in substandard environments, chained and trained by 
extremely inhumane methods, and 20 subsequent years attempting to create a social and biophysi-
cal environment to improve the physical and psychological health of the elephant residents at the 
Performing Animal Welfare Society’s (PAWS) sanctuary for captive wildlife in Galt, California. 
Our struggle to improve conditions for these elephants has given me an insight into the very com-
plex issues of captive elephant welfare, and I am apprehensive about the current perception that 
moving elephants to a sanctuary automatically improves their physical and psychological health. It 
is disingenuous to assume that all zoos are bad and all sanctuaries are good.

After spending 35 years with captive elephants, I am convinced that elephant capture and 
subsequent captivity cause irreparable and irreversible harm to individual elephants (see Bradshaw, 
Chapter 4), and that captive breeding programs are ethically irresponsible. Nomenclature has influ-
enced the frenzy to breed “endangered species” in captivity; designation of “endangered habitat” as 
a conservation tool might have improved captive elephant welfare.

Decades of careful and systematic field research by scientists substantiate my own empirical 
conclusions that elephants are highly sensitive, intelligent animals who rely on an intact, function-
ing social order to prevent stress and maintain normal physical and mental health (see Poole & 
Granli, Chapter 1; Lee & Moss, Chapter 2).

Most captive elephants were born in the wild and captured when they were infants or young 
juveniles. Asian elephants were driven into large stockades where mothers and infants were sepa-
rated and the infants brutally “broken” and trained, while African elephants witnessed the mass 
slaughter of their families; all captive elephants have endured the trauma of transport to an unfa-
miliar place populated by strange—or no—elephants, and humans. In the course of their lifetime, 
they may have been moved from one location to another, repeating the same patterns of distress 
and further increasing the possibility of aggressive, antisocial behavior.

Captive elephants frequently live in dysfunctional groups of unrelated individuals with 
stronger, more aggressive (dominant) females vying for control. There are no traditional herds 
or matriarchs, no long migrations for food, water or breeding opportunities. Further, and per-
haps most importantly, all captive elephants are managed—usually in inadequate facilities—by 
an eclectic group of humans who cannot agree on basic standards of care. Captive elephants suf-
fer from a lack of traditional elephant social systems, and often compensate by forming bonds 
with one or two compatible elephants. They rely heavily on routine, and change—even for the 
better—can cause distress. The removal of an individual elephant from familiar surroundings and 
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companions is a highly traumatic experience that can cause physical and psychological problems 
and, occasionally, death. Psychological problems exist in all captive elephants to some degree, and 
careful monitoring of the individual elephant’s behavior is necessary to prevent injury or death to 
other elephants, keepers and handlers. The assumption that providing space, habitat diversity and 
elephant companions is a panacea for the many physical and psychological problems that plague 
captive elephants is a dangerous and far too simplistic solution. 

Profound disruptions in routine and changes in environment can cause trauma to indi-
vidual elephants despite our best efforts to improve their quality of life. Proposed elephant moves 
should be cautiously planned and alternative solutions explored before a final decision is made 
to relocate an elephant. If removal of an elephant is deemed necessary to improve her quality of 
life, all involved should evaluate the elephant’s physical and psychological condition carefully, and 
planning should commence in order to begin to alleviate the stress of moving and socialization 
with other elephants and humans. Some elephants adapt readily to change, especially those involv-
ing an improved environment; others may not respond as quickly. Adjustment periods vary with 
individual elephants; integration and socialization is never successful until issues associated with 
the individual’s history are resolved. At PAWS, we describe this adjustment period as “going on 
elephant time,” which means that we provide the space, freedom of choice, diversity of habitat and 
companions to encourage socialization, then we monitor activity for changes in behavior. Monitor-
ing involves constant observation of behavior changes that occur when individual elephants are 
integrated into the group. I often sleep in the elephant barn during these periods, and we maintain 
a 24-hour keeping staff. Subordinate individuals are easily identified by submissive body language 
and vocalization and the cautious manner in which they approach other elephants, usually backing 
into the group and retreating whenever signs of aggression like pushing and shoving are displayed. 
It is not our policy to force socialization of individuals who may not be compatible or to stress sub-
ordinate elephants by placing them in close proximity to overly dominant elephants. While others 
may disagree, we have found that some dominant elephants will pursue and harass a subordinate 
elephant no matter how large the space.

PAWS’ elephant program began in 1985 with one tiny infant elephant, number 71 in a 
group of 86 elephants orphaned by a cull in Zimbabwe. By that time, hundreds of juvenile African 
elephants, orphaned by culls, were flooding into this country to be used as attractions at zoos, 
circuses and other public displays. The practice of culling, the systematic killing of large family 
groups of wild elephants to control population, was the accepted solution to Africa’s problem, but 
it created a greater disaster by providing infant elephants to animal dealers and others for a tidy 
profit. Seventy-one, like many others, was a neurotic four-year-old infant, underweight and mal-
nourished at 487 pounds. She was not expected to survive when we brought her to PAWS. After 
years of watching trained elephants languishing in chains, my partner, Ed Stewart, and I vowed 
that 71 would never again be chained, cruelly trained, poked, prodded or punished. We did not 
rename her, hoping that we would be questioned about the origin of her name and the reason for 
the number. While zoos were promoting captive elephant breeding programs to save the species, we 
were watching with dismay the hundreds of orphaned infant elephants pouring into this country 
for entertainment. 

Our Galt sanctuary was a 30-acre former dairy which we had converted to a tree-lined refuge 
for lions, tigers, bears and other abused and abandoned captive wildlife. When the infant elephant 
71 arrived, we established a management routine, which provided grassy, fenced enclosures where 
71 could graze, walk, dust, mudbathe and browse with human companions to protect and care 
for her. She was never alone, as one of us was with her 24 hours a day; she was never chained or 
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punished, and daily care was accomplished by food reward and the natural bond that develops 
between any infant animal and her principal caretakers. In the following five years her health 
improved and 71 grew to be a strong 3,500 pounds.

In 1990 we brought Mara to the sanctuary. Mara, considered a wild and very dangerous 
African elephant, was nine years old, the same age as 71. We had previously assisted in Mara’s rescue 
from life in a Mexican circus and had arranged to send her to a millionaire’s 800-acre horse ranch in 
Florida, which housed the Zimbabwe cull elephants and, at that time, 71. An agreement was made 
between the owner and PAWS that ensured Mara’s future return to us when he decided to disperse 
the elephant herd. Once again, Mara was saved from life in the circus.

The Florida facility housed over 90 juvenile African elephants, 86 from the Zimbabwe cull 
and 8 or 9 from previous culls. The elephants were separated into compatible groups and roamed, 
unchained, in spacious areas with caring keepers. Despite his benevolent purpose, however, caring 
for over 90 wild elephants soon became too much of a commitment for the wealthy entrepreneur, 
and the juvenile pachyderms were sold to animal dealers all over the country. We received tearful 
telephone calls from their keepers as the wild young elephants were tranquilized, chained for the 
first time in their lives, and loaded into trucks to be sold as performers for public amusement. 

Mara had been living in a cohort of 20 for four years, the constant companion of the domi-
nant female. After a three-day journey by truck, she arrived at PAWS bellowing and charging at 71 
and every human who came within 50 feet of her enclosure. Mara’s obvious distress and confusion 
at the loss of her elephant companions and the change in her physical environment provided our 
first experience with re-socialization and adjustment between unrelated elephants with different 
histories and social attachments. Mara had been captured in South Africa as a weanling and sent 
to a petting zoo in California. At an age when infant elephants forage constantly and enjoy the 
attention of a herd of doting adults, she was alone, on display, and fed primarily by the public from 
vending machines filled with grain or peanuts. Since she ate only when visitors fed her, she had 
developed behavioral problems associated with feeding, racing around her small paddock whenever 
anyone approached the vending machine. Her food anxiety was further exacerbated when she was 
transferred to the Florida facility to live in a large group of wild elephants and compete for food. 
Mara’s food issues have become an integral part of our management program.

The socialization process for the two young African elephants took almost six months. We 
built stalls and corrals with common walls to allow physical contact between the two behind pro-
tective barriers. Initial contact was tentative and both elephants feigned indifference most of the 
time. A positive benefit resulting from our close relationship with 71, was Mara’s acceptance of our 
presence. After weeks of bluff charges, foot stomping and head shaking, the two began to touch 
and rumble with pleasure; finally, we removed the barriers and held our breaths. Amid a cacophony 
of rumbles, trumpets, bellows and squeaks, the two urinated and defecated, touching trunks to 
temporal glands and mouths and bonding for life in a ceremony that was profoundly moving.

As 71 and Mara grew, new construction followed and new management practices evolved. 
Our plans to provide the two young Africans freedom from pain, fear, chains and punishment 
became untenable at times when their juvenile pranks and boisterous antics appeared “uncontrol-
lable” to elephant handlers from traditional institutions who were critical of our lenient approach. 
We had our own doubts about the outcome, but never wavered in our determination to maintain 
our captives in an enriched environment.

Our physical facility supported a 5,000-square-foot barn and a two-acre natural substrate 
enclosure filled with trees, grass, bamboo and a lake. The elephants spent their days swimming, 
bathing, mudbathing, browsing and grazing. We managed them with food reward and distraction, 
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and both elephants responded positively, following buckets of treats when we led them into the 
barn or out into the habitat. They were never restrained and freedom of choice prevailed in all 
their activities. Seventy-one displayed no neurotic behavior, and Mara’s food issues were addressed 
by feeding her first; this seemed to work to the satisfaction of both elephants. At that time, it was 
inconceivable within the elephant management community to manage elephants without the use 
of an ankus (bull-hook). The ankus is described by those who use it as a “guide,” but it is actually 
a weapon designed to punish misbehavior. At this point our only concern was providing a decent 
place to live to the two young elephants who we felt were victims of captivity; there was no thought 
of formalizing the program which we had initiated of necessity and not as a scientific experiment. 
I had worked with elephants for over 20 years and my own respect for what is, in my opinion, one 
of the most intelligent creatures on the planet, precluded my ability to function in a traditional 
free contact environment where punishment is used to discourage unacceptable behavior. I never 
used an ankus or other punishment in dealing with elephants because I was incapable of such 
actions. I dealt with elephants on their terms and had the good sense or instinct to stay out of their 
way if they were aggressive. When Protected Contact management was first presented in 1991, I 
was elated to hear that an alternative method of management and training for elephants based on 
positive reinforcement had evolved after a particularly cruel training session at a popular zoo had 
evoked a firestorm of public outrage. 

Ed Stewart, my partner, shared this philosophy. When I met Ed, a graduate of the University 
of Tennessee with a degree in communications, he had no experience with animals, but he did 
have an innate understanding of their right to exist on their own terms. As he worked with me 
and began to learn about the complexity and diversity of the various species of animals in my care, 
his convictions became as strong as mine. It should be clearly understood that, in our opinion, no 
captive situation can ever replace the wild; captivity foments insoluble problems for elephants and 
those who care for them. Providing care for the two young elephants triggered our own involve-
ment in the issues raised by keeping elephants in captivity; we were convinced that elephants were 
a species that should not be kept in captivity. Reading studies by researchers in the field and their 
accounts of wild elephant behavior and social structure left us with an overwhelming sense of 
inadequacy and frustration. 

In 1995 we created our own litmus test when we agreed to accept two aging Asian elephants 
from the Milwaukee Zoo. When Tammy and Annie arrived and we removed the chains from their 
legs for the last time, we knew we were committed to a program that was necessary but that, in our 
opinion, could never be ethically or morally justified. The addition of Tammy and Annie to our 
elephant population presented an even greater quandary—the need for assistants to help us care for 
our expanded group of elephants. Safety concerns were obviously an issue in working closely with 
elephants as we did with 71 and Mara, and we were not prepared to expose others to the dangers 
inherent in free contact elephant care, especially without bull hooks. Thus began our involvement 
with Protected Contact Management (see Whittaker & Laule, Chapter 13) and the benefits to 
both elephants and keepers of a concise program based on the elephants’ needs and engaging their 
cooperation without punishment or retribution. With the exception of 71, the elephants now 
kept at our second sanctuary, ARK 2000, arrived with foot abscesses and other problems related 
to standing on unnatural substrates, often chained for long periods of time; these and degenerative 
joint disease are physical conditions that must be treated and observed constantly. Although an 
improved environment is a major factor in alleviating these problems, treatment is often necessary 
as well. We have remained committed to Protected Contact as a management practice and our staff 
of nine supervisors and keepers trim feet that require constant care after many years of standing on 
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concrete, and medicate, monitor, feed, bathe and move the elephants at ARK 2000 from behind 
protective barriers. All of the elephants enjoy the “game,” even when it involves some discomfort.

When the elephants are in the habitat, distance becomes our barrier, and keepers move the 
elephants to the barn utilizing recognizable treat containers and whistles that allow the keepers to 
maintain a safe distance from the elephants at all times. We do not attempt physical exams, foot 
care or veterinary treatment until the elephants are inside the barn, and keepers are not allowed 
close physical contact with elephants in the habitat. Our elephants, particularly the young Africans, 
are excited and active when they are in the large areas. Conditioned to come to the barn for treats, 
the elephants eagerly anticipate foot and veterinary care as special times when they are pampered 
and coddled in close contact with keepers.

The keepers access all areas of the habitat from outside roads, then go on foot into the habitat. 
Motorized vehicles are not permitted within the habitat when elephants are present; we have found 
that anything mechanical triggers excitement in our elephants and could create a potentially dan-
gerous situation. Giving elephants sufficient space to express natural behaviors can create hazardous 
situations for staff. We are constantly changing protocols when new elephants arrive and have to 
adjust to expanded habitats and strange companions.

After Tammy and Annie arrived in 1994, we designed and constructed the two-acre Asian 
elephant enclosure at the old sanctuary in Galt with a 4,000-square-foot barn where keepers could 
care for the elephants behind protective barriers, a ten-foot deep swimming pool, and grassy, natu-
ral substrate in the tree-lined habitat; these provided the two arthritic elephants with more diverse 
activity than they had known in 40 years. Despite the drastic improvement in their environment, 
both elephants were suspicious of the spacious, grassy yard and Annie was actively aggressive toward 
Ed and me. The two elephants had been brutally trained with block and tackle, electric shock and 
bull hooks, and both suffered from arthritis and foot and joint problems. They were suspicious 
and fearful of unfamiliar people, and their silence was a clear signal of stress. They had lived in an 
antiquated facility, chained on cold, wet concrete during long, harsh winters where environmental 
enrichment consisted of tropical murals painted on the walls. The dominant elephant at the zoo 
had devised her own escape from boredom in the relentless pursuit of Tammy, whom she knocked 
into the moat on several occasions. 

Our expectations of a positive reaction by the two elephants to a greatly improved environ-
ment diminished as we observed their obvious distress when confronted with radical changes in 
their daily routine. Tammy, who had been dubbed “brain dead” by her keepers at the zoo, was 
actually very intelligent, but, like many traumatized elephants, retreated into a shell as a form of 
mental escape. After years of abuse, Annie, who was devoted to Tammy, was dangerously aggressive 
to humans (see Bradshaw, Chapter 4). Necessary foot care and medical treatment were a chal-
lenge for the first six months; then, slowly, normal behaviors and vocalizations began to develop 
as the two responded to food reward and positive reinforcement with verbal encouragement and 
an enriched environment. The first time the two elephants actually played in their mud wallow, 
slipping, sliding, trumpeting and squeaking, was a joyful occasion for all of us, especially our 
veterinarian, Dr. Gai. Tammy still stood and rolled her head if Annie strayed too far away, but the 
familiar and chronic neurotic behavior that we had observed when they first arrived had decreased 
substantially.

The two African elephants showed no interest in the new Asian elephants, although Tammy 
and Annie occupied an adjacent area. For several years, the African and Asian elephants at PAWS 
refrained from any audible communication, often ignoring rumbles and loud trumpets from the 
neighboring pair. There was no herd activity; the two bonded pairs remained detached.
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Minnie and Rebecca, two circus elephants, came to PAWS in 2001. We tried initially to 
socialize the new Asian elephants with Tammy and Annie, who were approximately the same age, 
mid-40s, but soon realized that Tammy was terrified of Minnie, the dominant female of the circus 
pair. Tammy’s fear of Minnie triggered a recurrence of her head bobbing and swaying whenever 
the two were in close proximity, but Annie eagerly approached the two elephants, seeming to relish 
the prospect of new companions. Both Minnie and Rebecca had been characterized as “dangerous 
and difficult to manage” and we kept them in a separate quarantine area when they first arrived. 
Rebecca, who appeared thin and lethargic, tested positive for tuberculosis during her first physical 
exam, so she and Minnie were kept in quarantine for one year while we treated Rebecca. Initially, 
Rebecca had no appetite and slept constantly, refusing all food and avoiding contact with people. 
Her successful treatment and subsequent recovery is a testimony to the positive effect of an enriched 
social and biophysical environment and her strong bond with Minnie.

After years of searching for a larger property, we acquired 2,300 acres of rolling hills and oak 
forests in the foothills of northern California where we immediately constructed a 100-acre natural 
habitat for our four Asian and two African elephants. We knew space was an important component 
in elephant welfare, but we had no practical experience to guide us in choosing the size of the 
habitats. We allocated a 75-acre habitat of steep hills, heavy vegetation and a 20-foot-deep, five-acre 
lake for the healthy and spirited African elephants, while designating 35 acres of gently rolling hills 
and ancient oak trees for the older, physically challenged Asian elephants.

Since we were still treating Rebecca for tuberculosis and Tammy was much too frail to 
travel, we decided to move the Africans to their expanded habitat first. Trailer training for the 
two elephants, who had never left the property since their arrival as juveniles, took three months 
using food reward and positive reinforcement, which often consisted of verbal encouragement and 
rumbles and squeaks from the trainers when the elephants entered the trailer and calmly ate their 
treats. We rode inside the trailer with the elephants during the trip and observed the stress that 
transport can cause, even under the best of circumstances. For 71, who had never been chained or 
closely confined, the short trip was a frightening experience and she rejected all of our attempts to 
calm her, refusing her favorite food treats and ignoring our verbal encouragements.

The new 20,000-square-foot barn with large, heated stalls and the huge African elephant 
habitat with the lake, trees, grass and hills to climb was our dream for 71 and Mara. We anticipated 
excitement and pleasure from the two elephants who, much to our dismay, stood quietly, ears 
out, one leg raised, listening. In the ensuing weeks, they did not explore, only moved about when 
we went with them, and stood constantly with one foot raised and ears flared. We soon realized 
that they were listening for the familiar sounds of the old facility—the Asian elephants, the lions 
and tigers—all the comforting sounds of an environment that they had known for years. We had 
disrupted their routine, drastically altered their physical environment and, despite all our lofty 
plans, had traumatized two elephants who were secure and comfortable prior to the move. Their 
adjustment to the improved environment was a slow process that supported our hypothesis that 
elephants often react negatively to change. Today, the two elephants climb the hills, swim in the 
lakes and forage and browse, benefiting from the expanded environment; but the adjustment time 
was an unexpected and critical part of the ultimate psychological improvement. Older elephants 
with physical disabilities may not survive a long, traumatic period of adjustment. Because of the 
risk of jeopardizing 53-year-old Tammy’s already failing health with a move, the Asian elephants 
remained at the old facility until her death in 2003.

Familiar as we were with the depth of the bond between Tammy and Annie, we were unpre-
pared for the enormity of Annie’s grief at the loss of her companion. Our own devastation paled 
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in comparison to the palpable suffering of Annie. Elephants, I believe, have a ritual of death that 
involves their closest companions; it is an acceptance of release from physical pain and a vocaliza-
tion that indicates their passing. Tammy had fallen down twice before and Annie’s frantic attempts 
to raise her often interfered with our own efforts; this last time, Annie stood quietly touching 
her friend with her trunk as they both rumbled softly, then walked away to the farthest corner of 
their yard and stood watching as we tried to get our beloved elephant back on her feet. We knew 
from Annie’s behavior that Tammy was dying. Annie’s grief was a most graphic demonstration of 
elephant attachment and social bonding; she was not aggressive, but simply stood quietly in the 
spot where Tammy died, refusing to move and eating very little. Preparation began immediately 
for her transport to ARK 2000 where we hoped the company of Minnie and Rebecca and the new 
habitat would alleviate her suffering.

Our veterinarian, Dr. Gai, had arranged an extensive necropsy on Tammy’s remains at the 
University of California, Davis, and the results showed Tammy’s death was caused by degenerative 
joint disease. We were pleased to hear that eight years of standing on soft dirt and grass were very 
beneficial to her feet and had probably prolonged her life by several years. However, 40 years of 
standing in chains could not be undone and ultimately led to her death. Information gleaned from 
necropsies is essential to solving health problems in captive elephants; necropsies should be manda-
tory in every elephant death. It is irresponsible for any facility to neglect this important aspect of 
health care and management. 

We moved Annie, Minnie and Rebecca to ARK 2000 soon after Tammy’s death. The interior 
of the Asian elephant barn was unfinished, so we divided the huge African barn into two sides 
separated by a long hallway, which was designed for socialization of new elephants. When the Asian 
elephants arrived, the reaction of the African elephants was surprising after their indifference at the 
old facility; they rumbled loudly, bowing and stretching, urinating, defecating and trumpeting. 
We slept in the barn with the elephants until the Asian barn was completed, and the vocalizations 
among the group vibrated through the barn each night as one elephant, usually an African, would 
begin to rumble until the entire group joined her with low rumbles and high-pitched squeaks from 
the Asians and an occasional trumpet from Mara.

Elephants do mimic sounds. Minnie imitated a sound that resembles the clicking of a dol-
phin. Seventy-one had learned this from Mara, and the two Africans engage in it when they are 
eating or drinking. Minnie now makes the sound just before treats are distributed, imitating the 
Africans’ vocalization perfectly and in a context that seems to indicate sensory pleasure.

Minnie and Rebecca adjusted quickly to their enlarged habitat: climbing hills, swimming 
in the lake, dusting and mudbathing. Rebecca’s health improved as she gained muscle tone and 
weight; further, the stereotypic swaying, which is a trademark of captive elephants who have lived 
in chains, was observed less frequently. Annie continued to grieve for her lost companion for more 
than a year after the move. She stood by the gate every morning, and then returned to the barn. Her 
only real pleasure was the indoor Jacuzzi that Ed had designed for Tammy. When older elephants 
cannot lie down to rest, it is critical to provide a pool or a large dirt mound to alleviate the constant 
pressure of their weight on feet and joints. Annie had no problem lying down in the old facility, 
but she refused to lie down in the new barn and habitat, so we would coax her into the Jacuzzi 
where she slept floating in the water. Annie spent time with Minnie and Rebecca in the barn, but 
remained alone when they ventured into the habitat. Annie’s decision to end her period of mourn-
ing occurred suddenly on a beautiful summer day as she stood in the same spot by the gate waiting 
to return to the barn. Just as we opened the gate and she began the climb up the hill, she stopped 
and turned around, then raced down the hill into the habitat and on into the lake. She spent the 
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day exploring with Minnie and Rebecca. Today, she is our most active Asian elephant, covering the 
35-acre area at least once a day, swimming in the lake and sleeping in the sun on her favorite hill.

Other elephants who have come to ARK 2000 include Winky and Wanda, a bonded pair of 
Asian elephants from the Detroit Zoo, who were sent to our facility to escape harsh winters. Wanda 
astounded us, and her keepers who traveled with her, when she sauntered out into the habitat, 
vocalizing and displaying all the proper greeting postures to Minnie, the dominant female of the 
Asian group. It has been our experience that subordinate females have less difficulty in adjusting to 
new environments than dominant females, but Wanda’s rapid acceptance of her new surroundings 
was a pleasant surprise. Subordinate females seem to have less need to control while dominant 
females are inherently compelled to challenge other dominant females. Although Wanda adjusted 
immediately to her enriched social and biophysical environment, Winky had difficulty in establish-
ing her own routine, and distrusted and feared her new companions, particularly Minnie. At 54, 
her age is another factor in our evaluation of her ability to adjust to new elephants; therefore, she 
is given the choice of spending time with the others or avoiding contact.

Before Winky and Wanda arrived, we decided after considerable research to provide dirt 
floors for the older, arthritic Asian elephants. This decision, made with some trepidation, was 
made to relieve the trauma of standing on hard concrete surfaces when the elephants stay indoors. 
Although we had calculated the physical benefits of dirt floors, we did not anticipate the psycho-
logical effects. A large proportion of the time our Asian elephants are indoors is spent dustbathing 
and digging in the dirt. 

Our greatest challenge in integrating new elephants into an existing social system came 
with Lulu, a 38-year-old African elephant who had lived for 34 years with an overly dominant 
46-year-old cow, Maybelle. According to reports from keepers, Maybelle would hold Lulu down 
and prevent her from moving, push her out of the barn and into the moat, block her way to food 
and anything else that she wanted, precluding her ability to make any choice without the express 
permission of the older elephant. This excessively dominant behavior, which I understand is non-
existent in wild elephants, is often seen in captive elephants, especially those who live in pairs. Lulu’s 
past experience with only one other elephant companion—and an abusive one at that—seriously 
hampered our ability to introduce Lulu to 71 and Mara. Her overly submissive behavior, including 
dog-like squatting whenever the two elephants approached, triggered excitement and apprehension 
in them. Neither elephant appeared aggressive, but Lulu’s distress, squatting when she felt trapped, 
was alarming to us. Our management plans for the three Africans have included escape routes for 
Lulu, allowing her to retreat to a fenced-off area or to her individual stall in the barn. Lulu had 
also developed the habit of throwing feces on herself as a replacement for dirt and mud, which was 
lacking in her old enclosure. Her discovery of mud holes and dirt for dusting eventually minimized 
her unpleasant behavior, but frustration often triggers a recurrence.

When Ruby, a 47-year-old African elephant from the Los Angeles Zoo, arrived in May 2007, 
she had an immediate and profound impact on the group. We positioned her on the side of the 
barn opposite 71 and Mara, sharing a common wall with Lulu, the subordinate elephant. 

Ruby, who was accompanied by some of her keepers from the zoo, was quite complacent 
about her new surroundings, moving about the barn and calmly stretching her trunk out to the 
other elephants. Lulu was excited and curious about Ruby, displaying none of her usual subordinate 
behavior; indeed, she appeared confident, almost imperious, attempting to establish dominance 
over Ruby. We were somewhat disconcerted because Ruby’s reputation as aggressive to people and 
other elephants had preceded her. Before coming to PAWS, she was sent to Knoxville Zoo, where 
attempts to socialize her with other elephants were unsuccessful. She had attacked the dominant 
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elephant in that group and chased a keeper from the yard. A year later, she was sent back to Los 
Angeles where she lived alone until her transport to ARK 2000. We expected the elephant hierar-
chy after Ruby’s arrival would continue with Lulu at the bottom and 71 and Ruby vying for top 
position. 

The next day, it was apparent that Lulu had finally found an elephant who would allow her 
to be dominant. After years of suppression, Lulu was insufferably domineering to Ruby, throwing 
her trunk over Ruby’s head, mock charging and blocking Ruby’s passage out of the gates. Ruby, 
who is built like a tank and could have squashed little Lulu with one blow, calmly tolerated Lulu’s 
uncharacteristic behavior, backing into her when she blocked the way and accepting with deference 
Lulu’s premier attempt to dominate at least one other elephant in her lifetime.

We will never know why Ruby behaved so graciously to Lulu, but her presence in the group 
actually created the balance that was lacking when 71 and Mara were with Lulu. Ruby’s behavior 
with the other two African elephants was quite different; she knocked Mara down and chased 71 
on some of the initial introductions, but both 71 and Mara were quick to initiate subordinate 
behavior, avoiding further confrontations. 

These four elephants, all with different histories, are now one cohesive group, standing butt 
to butt, rumbling, touching trunks and occasionally sparring under the tall oak trees, then shuffling 
across the dry grass, pushing through brush and throwing dirt, exploring their expanded habitat 
and exhibiting behaviors that we hopefully construe as “natural” in their endearing attempt to 
create a herd. 

Two recent additions to the rapidly growing elephant population at PAWS are Nicholas and 
Gypsy. Nicholas, a 14-year-old Asian bull, was born in captivity and separated from his mother 
before he was two years old. He was riding a tricycle and performing in a circus at that age, and 
retired when he became difficult to manage at age five. He lived with Gypsy, an unrelated Asian 
female, who has been his constant companion for the past nine years. The two had lived together 
in a single stall until their transfer to PAWS Galt facility where they must live in quarantine for at 
least one year.  

This unusual couple—Gypsy is 40—is a remarkable example of the resiliency of the elephant 
spirit and their inherent need for lasting social relationships. Although we cannot predict how 
they will behave as Nicholas matures, at present, it would be cruel to separate the two who have 
managed to survive because of their bond. They are inseparable, moving in tandem across the yard, 
bathing, mudbathing and playing, never straying too far apart, rumbling, squeaking and trumpet-
ing when they are reunited after a short separation for baths or foot trims.

African elephants are quite different from Asian elephants; they are more active, energetic 
and tenacious; and captive elephants bear little resemblance to their wild relatives. Our experience 
with raising an infant elephant in captivity has taught us much about their intelligence, loyalty, 
complex social system and their need to have choices and control of their environment. Because we 
provided these key welfare components, 71, at 26 years of age now, is probably the least neurotic 
elephant in captivity, and the comparison between her behavior and physical health and that of the 
other elephants in our care provides the best argument in favor of enhanced social and biophysical 
environments for raising orphaned elephants in captivity. The argument still exists against keeping 
elephants in captivity and we are supportive of that position; however, we have found that, with 
time, patience and informed decisions, changes in the social and biophysical environments can 
yield improved physical and psychological health for captive elephants. Standards of care should be 
initiated to mandate improved conditions for captive elephants. 

Our conclusions are based on our experiences over 35 years as we have researched and created 
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a sanctuary for captive elephants: 
Captivity cannot replace the wild; therefore, capture of wild elephants should be 1. 
prohibited. 
Until there is a comprehensive plan for lifetime care, intact social systems, and provi-2. 
sions for greatly enhanced biophysical and social structures that promote and stimu-
late herd activity and development, captive breeding should be prohibited. Captive 
breeding, particularly through artificial insemination, to date has produced neurotic, 
aggressive calves, born with the mother chained and without the presence of the 
mother’s companions; these young ones are even less equipped to deal with captivity 
than those born in the wild. 
Facilities that house the victims of captivity should provide the space, and complexity 3. 
and diversity of environment that encourages social interaction and natural behaviors, 
and decreases health problems. Natural substrates, space and positive social interac-
tions are critical to improving the health of captive elephants.
Attention should be given to the needs of individuals, increasing their opportunities 4. 
for choice and control. 
Management techniques that rely on dominance and physical control of the elephant 5. 
should be prohibited. 
Necropsies should be mandatory to provide important information for health care 6. 
research.
Alternative plans should be considered before removing old or terminally ill elephants 7. 
from familiar surroundings. Often, changes can be made that will enhance their qual-
ity of life without resorting to the stress of transport and the trauma of adjustment to 
new surroundings and companions. 
New standards of care for elephants and safety for keepers should be developed 8. 
that include provisions for maintaining elephants in large habitats and larger social 
groups. 

In my opinion, management of captive elephants is a work in progress, and failures are as 
important as successes in creating enhanced social and biophysical environments. We are all explor-
ing new ways to improve the quality of life for animals who do not belong in captivity; sadly, our 
best can never be enough.

Pat Derby’s advocacy for animals began over 35 years ago when she started work with wildlife in the 
entertainment industry. The Lady and Her Tiger, Pat’s exposé of the treatment of performing animals, 
won an American Library Association Award in 1976, the year Pat met Ed Stewart; they formed 
PAWS in 1984 and moved to Galt, California in 1985. Because of the critical need for experienced 
care-providers for abused and abandoned captive wildlife, PAWS opened the Galt sanctuary. Pat has 
testified before Congress and served on state committees to develop standards of care for elephants and 
other exotic species. Pat’s second book, In the Presence of Elephants, was published in 1995. In 2000, 
PAWS purchased 2,300 acres in San Andreas, California, and established ARK 2000, their second 
wildlife sanctuary. In 2005, Pat received a Lifetime Achievement Award from In Defense of Animals, 
an international animal welfare organization. In 2005, she received the Sacramento SPCA’s Lifetime 
Achievement Award. She may be contacted at PAWS, Performing Animal Welfare Society, P.O. Box 849, 
Galt, CA 95632, at http://www.pawsweb.org/ or at patderby@pawsweb.org.
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